PRINCE OF THUNDER©
The Battle for Paradise Online Video Game
“Within the Human Heart lies the Fate of the Universe.”
Prince of Thunder is © 2001 Interactive Multi-Universal. All Rights Reserved.

Prince of Thunder is a first-person perspective action adventure video game created for the
PC/X-Box that sweeps the player into the celestial realm where valiant angelic hosts battle
depraved demon hordes in an epic struggle for the freedom of all living spirit and flesh.
THE GREAT DIVIDE
“On the edge of a great divide between Lighte and Darke we stand, while in the midst lies
the fate of all the realms.”
Far beyond the dawn of time, the Greater Consciousness stirred within the endless void and
conceived the Empyreans, a glorious race of spirit beings brought forth to thrive, grow and bring
purpose to the universe. Desire for knowledge inspired the Empyreans to explore and populate
countless celestial realms. Fruitful gardens of illumination blossomed. Peace reigned. Sadly,
unquenchable desire gave birth to the fear of losing what was gained. Fear aroused pride, envy
and the Great War. Evil corrupted the spirit of the once noble race. The Darke turned from the
Lighte. Paradise was divided.
The Great War raged. The tumultuous energies released by the clash of Lighte and Darke
provoked volcanic eruptions spewing rivers of lava that carved Great Rift Valleys across the
lands. Boundless oceans of flame spread over the face of the green valleys, flowering meadows
and bountiful fields. The suffering of the virtuous was great. Paradise stood scarred, diseased and
hopeless. Chaos reigned for an Age.
BROKEN TIES
After the cataclysm, a highborn family of Lighte beings was chosen by divine revelation to
rebuild Paradise. Many now call these beings Angels. Hordes of Darke spirit beings practiced
dark sorcery that drove them mad. Burned and blinded by Evil, these nomadic Demons formed
tribes that fed upon one another to survive in Hell, a desolate wasteland of outcasts. Some even
crossed to the Earthly plane to make wives of the daughters of Men. Fueled by hate, the Darke
Demons sought to extinguish all light, order and illumination. In defense, the Angels built a grand
Celestial Citadel in the midst of the highlands surrounded by the cooling amber seas of magma.
Three princely brothers, Balam, Paymon, and Zacharael led the Angelic Hosts against the
Demons, but their alliance was doomed.
Balam the firstborn envied his younger brother Zacharael’s favor with the Greater
Consciousness, and was tempted to betrayal. The Darke Sorceress Illyith, born of a human
mother, promised Balam the legendary Crown of Thunder if he would serve the powers of Hell.
As the Prince of Thunder, Balam would be as the Greater Consciousness, able to command all the
dynamic forces of nature. Paymon, lusting for Illyith, joined Balam in his plot to overthrow the
Lighte in exchange for power. Both brothers cultivated sinister Darke powers until madness and
disfigurement consumed them. Totally corrupted by Evil, they were banished.
THE ORDER OF DOMINATIONS
In the Present Age, the wisest Empyreans have gathered to bring order out of chaos, forming
the benevolent Order of Dominations. Spirit warriors from both the Lighte and the Darke have
sought refuge within this noble brotherhood. Inspired by the Greater Consciousness, Zacharael
has been chosen as Steward of the Light, though his quest is twofold. He commands the
Heavenly Hosts in battle against the Legions of the Darke, but he also searches for the One

worthy to accept the title of Prince of Thunder. Urged by many to take the crown himself, the
Greater Consciousness has charged Zacharael with the sacred duty to seek out the One.
Since the Angels fell, their redemption now comes through the most fragile created beings: a
human soul. Only a human spiritually united with an Angel, a Kindred Soul, may wear the
Crown of Thunder. The fate of Paradise lies in the heart of humanity. Who will pass the
grueling tests ahead? Which side will they choose? What price will they pay for earning the
legendary title ‘Prince of Thunder’?

Original ‘Spawn’ Prologue (For Reference Only)
“The battle between the Darkness and the Light has waged eternal, their armies fueled by
souls harvested on Earth. The Lord of Darkness, Malebolgia, has sent a lieutenant to recruit men
who will help destroy the world in exchange for wealth and power, and provide enough souls to
complete his army and allow Armaggedon to begin.
All Malebolgia needs now is a great soldier. Someone to lead his hordes to the gates of
Heaven and burn them down.”
APPROXIMATE RUNNING TIME: 40 SECONDS. WORD COUNT: 78

PRINCE OF THUNDER
CINEMATIC PROLOGUE
“Heaven is at war. In defense of Paradise, Valiant Angels wield cosmic energies against
the forces of Darkness. War is rapidly destroying the Spirit Realm. If their world falls, our world
falls. One brave human soul can turn the tide and end the destruction. The fate of Heaven and
Earth depends on the Prince of Thunder. Champion of Lighte or Darke? One soul. One choice.
One Prince.
Join the battle. Shut out the Light or watch Darkness fall.”
APPROXIMATE RUNNING TIME: 40 SECONDS. WORD COUNT: 78

